St. George’s Park offers a world-class training environment for any team striving for excellence, making it the ideal base to prepare for your away fixtures in the Midlands.

**INCLUDES**

- A training pitch (grass or hybrid) for 2 hours
- Training equipment (cones, balls, bibs, goals, mannequins etc)
- Half day access of the Performance Centre Facilities:**
  - Strength and Conditioning Gym
  - Hydrotherapy suite
  - Physiotherapy area
  - Rehabilitation gym
- Use of a changing room all day with towels provided
- Kit laundered (one set)
- Ice (10kg)
- Bottled water

**REQUIREMENTS**

- Maximum of 28 players (additional cost for extra players)
- Maximum of a 3 day stay

£1400 PER DAY***

15% discount available for Football League and all academies

* Subject to availability
** Exclusivity dependent on availability
*** Prices inclusive of VAT